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European styling may have made Pride a
leader in the ergonomic revolution, but it is
continuous innovation that has kept it there.
An expanded seating line includes both
managerial task chair and stool configurations
without compromising any of Pride’s
trademark adjustability. Seat heights adjust
infinitely over a 4.75" or 10.25" range,
respectively, while locking seat slides and
lumbar supports set the seat depth and back
height to accommodate users of all shapes
and sizes.
Pride also boasts features for every
environment. A forward seat tilt lock-out
provides supplemental support for tasks
requiring prolonged concentration, but
a synchrotilt reclining mechanism makes
contemplative work just as comfortable.
Four arm choices (fixed, height-adjustable,
pivoting, and height- and width-adjustable)
allow individualization while maintaining
aesthetic harmony. In addition, a more
formal fully upholstered back or black poly
shroud can be specified as aesthetic or
durability needs dictate.
For the most punishing environments,
consider Pride’s intensive-use model. It may
look identical to the standard use version,
but stronger components set it apart. Glides
increase stability in stationary applications,
and a dual-density memory foam option
maximizes comfort and durability for 24/ 7
operations. The intensive-use option is
available on both the task chair and stool.
Regardless of your workplace demands,
Pride is ready to exceed your expectations.

Pride Task Seating and Stools have standard
back height lumbar adjustment, including 7
locking positions with 4" of adjustment.

Seat depth can easily be adjusted on all Pride
chairs, allowing end users to customize the fit
of their chair. (Seat depth is modified for the
Pride stool).

Choose from fixed arms, height-adjustable
t-arms, pivoting arm caps, height- and widthadjustable t-arms or a no arm option on any
Pride chair.

Back angle adjustment allows the backrest
to adjust 6 degrees forward and 10 degrees
backward for a perfect fit.

Forward seat tilt goes from a locked +2
degrees to an unlocked -2 degrees. This
feature, along with the waterfall seat front,
eliminates stress to your legs and thighs.
(Forward seat tilt is not available on stool).

